How to build a career in cancer research, from PhD to team leader

Date 29 November 2019
Venue First Hotel Mårtensson, close to the train station in Halmstad - 16 min walk – see map page 2.
Food fika upon arrival, lunch 12-13, fika in the afternoon

Programme
10.20-11.00 Klas Kärre A career in cancer research and the role of the Swedish Cancer Society
11.00-11.40 Cancer researcher of the year: Ruth Palmer How to succeed in cancer research
11.40-12.00 Volkan Sayin Choosing postdoc lab
12.00-13.00 Lunch
13.00-13.45 Holger Luthman Scientific misconduct
13.45-14.00 Discussion: ethics
14.00-14.20 Anna Hagström Leadership and running a group
14.20-14.40 Martin Dalin Combining research and clinical practise
14.40-15.00 Discussion: choosing postdoc/creating a team (Anna, Martin, Volkan)
15.00-15.30 Fika
15.30-16.00 Kristina Masson From postdoc to starting a company
16.00-16.30 Coming from abroad and making a career in Sweden, challenges. TBD
16.30-17.00 Kristian Pietras & Jonas Nilsson Concluding remarks / BioCARE-The UGOT/LU axis

Speakers
Klas Kärre, Professor, MTC, Karolinska Institute. Chairman of the research committee of the Swedish Cancer Society (Cancerfonden).
Ruth Palmer, Professor University of Gothenburg, appointed by Swedish Cancer Society “Cancer Researcher of the year 2019”
Holger Luthman, Professor, Lund University, member of the Expert group for misconduct in research
Volkan Sayin, Associate Professor, University of Gothenburg
Anna Hagström, Associate Professor, Lund University
Martin Dalin, Associate Professor, University of Gothenburg
Kristina Masson, PhD, Lund University, founder/director of Acrivon Therapeutics
Kristian Pietras, Professor, Coordinator BioCARE, Lund University
Jonas Nilsson, Professor, Coordinator BioCARE, University of Gothenburg

Organizing committee
Lund University (LU): Håkan Axelsson, Kristian Pietras, Vasiliki Pantazopoulou, Pia Berntsson Pia.Berntsson@med.lu.se
University of Gothenburg (UGOT): Jonas Nilsson, Pierre Åman, Yael Zukovsky Fitoussi

BioCARE – a strategic research area in cancer at LU & UGOT https://www.lucc.lu.se/innovation-collaboration/collaboration/biocare-2010-2019
CARES - Cancer Research South School is funded by the Swedish Cancer Society https://www.lucc.lu.se/education/education/cancer-research-south-school-cares-graduate-level